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A Tale of Two Sheilas
Julia Bryan-Wilson

In many current conversations about the intersections
between large-scale, textile-based art and architecture,
two names consistently recur: Sheila Hicks, doyenne of
art fairs and corporate commissions, and Sheila Pepe,
pioneering maker of explicitly lesbian and feminist
installations. If Hicks is more prominent in the global
art market, Pepe is hailed as a hero among the resurgent
queer textiles scene in the United States and elsewhere.^
For instance, Hicks’s work graces the lobbies of finance
and communications companies, while Pepe’s overtly
vaginal Mr. Slit, an homage to both female sexuality and
women’s craft practices, was first displayed in Shared
Women, an exhibition mapping a network of intimacies
for queer women.^ (That said, they do not inhabit
strictly divergent contexts and have at times appeared
together in the same exhibition, including Fiber:
Sculpture since 1960 at the Institute of Contemporary
Art/Boston.^) But, despite its title, this is not an essay
about the possible formal overlaps among, and critical
ideological distinctions between, these two Sheilas, who
are separated by a generation—Hicks was born in 1934;
Pepe in 1959—and by their starkly different approaches
to questions of taste, content, and institutionality.
Rather, this essay focuses resolutely on the dyke
Sheila, the renegade Sheila: Sheila Pepe. It provides a
glimpse at some of the structuring dualities within Pepe’s
work—the two sides of this one Sheila—including the
formal and the political, the sacred and the profane,
the low and the high, the abstract and the referential.
Mapping how her own practice stretches across and
dismantles purportedly opposing terms illuminates how
Pepe’s work embodies and exceeds the “twoness” of
such categories. Though she is frequently associated
with her vibrantly expansive textile environments and
From the Doppelganger series, 1997 (opposite)

social practice around craft procedures, Pepe’s art has
from the outset been multidisciplinary. Starting in the
1980s, she has made works that include hybrid draw
ings, sculptures, installations, collaborative-process
pieces, and architectural interventions, integrating an
eclectic array of materials such as paper, video, cord,
clay, plaster, and found objects.
Pepe’s early Women are Bricks (Mobile Bricks) (1983)
placed multiple triangular-shaped bricks onto cement
rollers to gesture to feminist methods of gathering,
mobility, and resistance using a postminimalist formal
vocabulary of seriality, a gridded schema, and floorbound horizontality (see page 39). Laid out in a geomet
ric, squadron-like formation on top of an old flowered
mg, the piece brings into conjunction the mass manu
factured and the decorative, insisting that they be
considered together on the same plane. With this piece,
she multiplied crafted units into an assembly and
insisted that their power was amplified, not diminished,
by the domestic setting implied by the mg. She has
commented that her promiscuous mixing of industrial
and handmade materials is “postmodern,” a “melange.”"^
It is also distinctly queer, in the sense that it thwarts
easy binaries, and her persistent interlacing of the
handmade and the commercially produced gives her
works a productive tension as they make strange, distort,
or greatly scale up intimately familiar matter such as
shoelaces and mbber bands. This queer tension is made
evident as well in Pepe’s refusal to hew to any one style,
as she frequently scrambles the division between
abstraction and figuration. In her Doppleganger series
from the mid-1990s, she conjoins objects both found
and specifically handcrafted (including components
made of wire, wood, twine), then draws images, such

Installation view, Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston
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as a witch-like woman with a ruffled collar holding
an axe, inspired by the assemblage’s cast shadows.
Roberta Smith, in her review of the exhibition Gothic:
Transmutations ofHorror in Late-Twentieth-Century Art

(ICA/Boston, 1997), where these pieces made their
debut, commented on their creaturely “gnomelike” and
“fantastic” nature.^ Abstraction always casts an interpre
tive shadow, Pepe slyly proposes in this work; nothing
can ever be truly free of reference or meaning, but
rather expands our ways of seeing and being in relation
with others. Abstraction, she has noted, can be a way to
model “contingent relationships,” and the Doppleganger series, as with much of her work, places unlike
things together in suggestive visual conversations.^
As the assured draftsmanship in the Doppleganger
series demonstrates, Pepe has a deep and abiding
practice with mark-making. She considers her sprawl
ing, web-like textile installations as a form of scribbling
in space, and her first work with crocheted yarn.
Photogram Projeaion Field (1995), is classified not as a
fiber installation but a drawing, an experiment about
line, plane, and the activation of space.^ Likewise, her
1998 video untitled (Blue Dress), an investigation into
fabric, color, texture, and filmic depth of field, is under
stood by Pepe as a “drawing” in the sense that it is a
meditation on the limits and expansive possibilities
provided by the rectangular flatness of the screen (as
a kind of analogue to a sheet of paper) and, with its
roving camera, includes the very evident labor of the
artist’s hand (see page 57).
Pepe’s interest in the calligraphic resonates with
some of her formative influences, including the social
realism of Ben Shahn and the antiwar, hand-scripted
graphics of Corita Kent. Shahn’s employment of both
recto and verso in works such as Double Sided Drawing
ofa Reclining Man (1957), which solicits an active
engagement on the part of the spectator who must turn
the page to see both images, is echoed in the way that
Pepe often moves from a two-dimensional utilization
of a line to its surprising, dynamic three-dimensional
extension in the viewer’s space. Kent developed a
distinctive melding of skilled print techniques, religious
references, political critique, and “low” cultural
references such as grocery-store jingles. Significantly
for Pepe, Kent—who was referred to as the “Pop Art
nun”—^was a progressive Catholic; likewise, Pepe has
strong roots in the leftist Catholic tradition (her
brother, for instance, was a conscientious objector
18

during the Vietnam War and worked with the Berrigan
brothers, well-known peace activists and priests who
were close friends with Kent).
Pepe was aesthetically shaped by her absorption
within and simultaneous pushing back against the
rituals, liturgies, and doctrines of the Church. Coming
of age in the wake of the Second Vatican Council
(a.k.a. Vatican II) with its heralding of a new sense
of openness toward modern life—the Council was
convened from 1962 to 1965—and educated breathing
the proto-queer air of all-girls Catholic school, she
draws upon the rich sensibility of Catholic visual
culture both theological and informal, including her
use of ecclesiastical vestment colors like purple and

Eva Hesse. Schema, 1961. Latex, 42 x 42 x IV2 in., sheet
42 X 42 in., 144 hemispheres, each P/s x 2‘/2 in. (diameter).
Philadelphia Museum of Art, gift of Helen Hesse Charash,
1979. © The Estate of Eva Hesse. Courtesy Hauser & Wirth
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her references to accoutrements like kitschy household
figurines ofJesus on the cross J One large wall-based
textile work, Second Vatican Council Wrap (2013), refer
ences both Church garments and architecture like altars
and flying buttresses; it also suggests the trespassing of
boundaries as its reflective fibers, including yarn, trims,
and threads, move away from the gallery walls, pooling
into the viewer’s space. Connected to the wall and
ceiling by an airy, open mesh of crocheted gold threads
that extend up and out and soar into the air, the piece
has an imposing symmetry that produces the feeling of
a sacred site, at the same time that its humble materials
and imperfect, slightly off-kilter construction reveal
its evident handiwork. Using reverence and absurdity in
equal measure, Pepe’s work frequently reexamines
her working-class Italian-American cultural heritage
(her grandparents were immigrants, and her grandfa
ther worked in a shoe-repair store) from a slightly
askew, wryly funny perspective as she performs quotid
ian household tasks using the ratified language of
modernism. For example, in her video Ambient Painting
{Meatballs) (1996), a static recording filmed from above
shows her hands as they methodically roll meatballs;
filling the closely cropped frame with the raw spheres,
she lays them out in a modernist grid that recalls a
similar sculpture of neatly organized orbs made of latex
by Eva Hesse in Schema (1967). In Hesse’s postminimal
floor piece, the balls do not stay perfectly within the
confines of the grid’s cleanly geometrical lines, but
wobble slightly, imbuing this processed material with
a registration of the handmade.
Along with drawing, Pepe has long been invested
in the concreteness of things and how they can signify
across high/low barriers. In the many dozen sculptural
Table Top Things (a.k.a. Votive Moderns) she has made
since she began this series in 1994, she often deploys a
single, readymade found object as a kind of foil for other
handmade elements that include materials such as cast
plaster, ceramics, and textiles. The textural and propor
tional contrasts that result from these unexpected,
frequently ungainly—but always inventive—juxtaposi
tions generate what she calls a “pathetic humor.” As Lia
Gangitano has noted, “. . . to Duchamp’s art coefficient,
Sheila adds an ‘interpretation coefficient,’ that is, the
gap between what the viewer is expecting and what
they get.”’ The Table Top Things are incongruous
conjunctions that exhibit a canny formal sense: a tongue
of stuffed, gold-brocade fabric slumps out of a white
A Tale of Two Sheilas

Glitter Dome (for Carrie), 2015-2017

slab of plaster; a handmade fingerless glove muzzles a
glazed dog figurine; bulging curves of sewn linen ooze
up from a rectangular base of cast bronze. Sometimes
Pepe positions incipient or half-finished ceramic
materials alongside their highly finished counterparts to
gesture to a temporal collapse or telescoping together
of several stages within the process of production—as
when an unevenly sequined form rests atop the begin
nings of a coil pot, which itself rests atop a glossy,
store-bought vase.
With their drooping appendages and vertically
oriented balancing acts, these sculptures elaborate
how Pepe understands gravity as a primary operation,
whether she is suspending crocheted nets from the
ceiling or stacking lengths of rope along the ground.
Sometimes both these procedures coexist in a single
work, as in Mind the Gap (2005), a brilliantly hued
19

High Hopes, 2001

Installation view, The Clifford Gallery, Colgate University, Hamilton, New York

meditation on gravity and scale in which a messy grid
made of bright orange shoelaces hovers over a snaking
blue mass of thick nautical towline (see pages 90-93).
Here Pepe also plays with the friction between curving
organic lines and a more machinic network of right
angles. Pieces such as Shrink (2000; see pages 67-69)
and High Hopes (2001), in which the artist uses, among
20

other materials like cotton cord, knit-together indus
trial rubber bands that stretch across the gallery, are
dependent upon the architectural sites they inhabit and
produce a tricky bodily, rather than purely optical,
interaction for viewers navigating their terrain. Michael
Rush states, “there is no passive way to encounter a
Pepe installation.Further, Helaine Posner argues.
Julia Bryan-Wilson

“the artist’s cobweb-like assemblage . . . may evoke
primal fears of entrapment or entanglement within dark
and uneasy spaces.”^^ Like spiderwebs, they can be at
once lacy and delicate as well as spooky and menacing.
Indeed, though her work is strikingly beautiful and
often very witty, it is also suffused with a dark under
current as Pepe plumbs fraught issues around questions
A Tale of Two Sheilas

of class, taste, and identity, including our collective
fixation on accumulation and consumerism and our
discomfort with women’s power. The fragility of what
she calls “improvisational crochet” (many of her initial
textile installations were site-specific and ephemeral,
existing only for the duration of the exhibition and then
dismantled) puts her work at a certain risk of damage
21

while their snarling, trap-like formations also bespeak
a certain threat or danger to the viewer—they could
in fact ensnare or strangle.
As her extensive elaborations with shoelaces
illustrate, Pepe traffics in making the overlooked
monumental, which is true for her cluster of pieces that
allude to female genitalia, such as the aforementioned
Mr. Slit. Included in this subset of her oeuvre are the
pieces Yo Mama (2009) and Greybeard (2008); these
works with their red labial openings pay homage to
the “central core” imagery of 1970s’ feminist artists like
Judy Chicago and, at gready outsized architectural
scale, beckon the viewer to inhabit or penetrate these
surrogate bodily forms as part of her embodied
approach to abstraction. And crucial to Pepe’s practice
is her understanding that working with handicraft
processes is not a neutral choice, but rather one
indebted to a polemical and pointedly feminist—and
more recently, queer—reclamation. She notes that in
the decades since the repositioning of craft, materiality,
and women’s work by feminist artists and theorists
in the defiant 1970s, “we would see a generation of
artists butch sissy-men and sissy butch-women—plug
into these new circuits to re-deploy stitching, knitting,
and crocheting directly into new varieties of ironic and
earnest representations and cultural assertions.”^^
Part of Pepe’s commitment to feminist politics is
her long-standing engagement with collective making.
In 2007 she undertook several ambitious collaborative
projects, including Liquid Sky at MoMA PSl and Bus
Lines for The Drawing Center’s show Big Draw. With
the participation of many hands. Bus Lines tied together
two public transportation vehicles in the municipal
space of the World Financial Center Plaza in New
York, punning on the phrase “bus lines,” or routes,
by literalizing the “lines” with a mass of intersecting
colorful threads. Photographs of the one-day, tempo
rary event depict tangles of knotted fibers that surround
the two white buses and emerge from their windows
and sunroofs, crisscrossing over the gridded pavement
between them.
Some of Pepe’s collaborations have reversed the
terms of making and invited collective unmaking.
In her Common Sense series, originally begun in a
home (the alternative art space testsite, in Austin,
Texas), spectators were invited to unravel her textile
installations in order to use the materials for their own
purposes, including the making of functional garments
Julia Bryan-Wilson

T-7 Pauseway, 2013

Installation view, Pepe talking to writer Elif Giil Tirben, Art International with PASAJ Artist’s Space,

Istanbul, Turkey

like scarves and gloves, thereby inserting her materials
into an ongoing circuit of use and exchange (see pages
100-103). Pepe calls this iterative installation/perfor
mance a radical “practicing for the end of ephemera,”
and it unfolded in a series of cities from 2009 to 2012,
including Boston, Chicago, Houston, and Tbilisi; her
site-specific webs were created and documented, but
only “completed” when the fibers were dismantled and
the space stripped bare. As curators Lydia Matthews
and Laurie Lazer state, “Audiences, especially those in
art and design worlds, have historically been under
stood as ‘viewers’ or ‘users’—but not ‘makers’ in their
own right.”^^ In works such as Pepe’s Common Sense,
the creations and skills of viewers were activated and
A Tale of Two Sheilas

honored; it fostered and made visible networks of local
hand-making as participants (sometimes hobbyists,
sometimes accomplished artisans) reused the yarn in
the space of the exhibition, sometimes, as in the case
of the Tbilisi installation, teaching others to knit
on the spot.
In more recent projects, Pepe puts pressure on
notions of “participation,” and has also created environ
ments for pedagogical exchange or informal collective
discussion that do not ask or require spectators to do
anything other than sit, contemplate, and observe (such
looking is of course itself a complex form of participa
tion). For instance, in T-7 Pauseway, produced for
Istanbul’s Art International fair in 2013, she made an
23

Research Station: For the People, 2014
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Installation view, OCAT, Shenzhen, China
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installation of textile pieces that looked sculptural
but that could be used functionally, as furniture for
sitting or resting, to produce an arena for congregation
and discussion. In addition, for her lounge-like reading
room Research Station: For the People, part of the 8th
Shenzhen Sculpture Biennale in 2014, she created
a small, materially oriented library, placing books about
participatory art and other resources within a steel
structure that was made comfortable with locally sourced
textiles. It was heralded as the conceptual heart and
“nerve center” of the Biennale, which focused precisely
on the notion of “post-participatory” art.^'^
Pepe always thinks carefully about the contexts her
work inhabits—including the spatial aspects and the
moments of time the work will occupy. For her exhibi
tion at Phoenix Art Museum, she created new work out
of parachute cord purchased from an army outfitters,
wads of rope, fabric, and bits of chain mail. It is a piece
that speaks directly to our contemporary era; given the
heightened masculinist rhetoric of Donald Trump,
she says, “It’s time to think about armor.” Using
hand-worked techniques on militarized and functional
fabrics, Pepe upends assumptions about the separation
between these spheres. Although the start of this
essay posed an overly theatrical binary between Sheila
Hicks and Sheila Pepe, the comparison was rapidly
discarded, as it gives us little purchase on the specificity
of Pepe’s work and her thoughtful engagement with
such ostensible opposites as the readymade and the
handmade, the optical and the haptic, and ultimately
leads us beyond binary logic. With its insistence on
the multiple meanings embedded within its threads,
Pepe’s work cannot be disentangled from the political
valences of her material choices.
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